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Flexible
Formats

Live game-based learning

While rigorous, all YaizY courses are deeply engaging and 
centered around exciting superstories that cater to student 
interests. Lessons incorporate interactive mechanics that 
enable mastery of real-life instruments.

ADAPTABLE TO
ANY SCHOOL

We are flexible in our
 teaching models: 
Instructors
• We provide our trained

YaizY teachers or
• We mentor your educators to

teach our curriculum, and onboard
them to the YaizY platform

Implementation
• We customize various programs

including: electives, career 
orientation,after-school and
summer school 

Social-emotional skills development

Small class sizes and innovative lesson activities fuse 
self-paced learning with meaningful peer engagement.

As they develop a growth mindset, students learn to 
motivate themselves and others, improve communication 
and collaboration, develop critical thinking, and activate 
creativity—plus so much more!

Improved learning outcomes
and career preparation

Projects are based on real-world applications. Guided by 
modern assessment methods, students progress through 
mastery levels and obtain all necessary skills for success in 
the most exciting and future-proof careers.
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Intended Learning Outcomes framework is central to YaizY education
We collaborate with expert practitioners in the areas defining Jobs of the Future to create target career profiles, and we design our 
adaptive, experiential learning process to prepare kids to succeed in these tracks. Our method enables our school partners to 
provide a state-of-the-art education for kids that is career-focused and builds on their passions.

All YaizY courses are created and taught around the jobs of the future, and focus on developing the most 
in-demand skills and competencies required by them.

Enabled via our innovative online live learning platform, the YaizY curriculum features a real-play approach. 
Every course maximizes student engagement through exclusively designed lesson formats that 
incorporate interactive scenario-driven challenges, and result in real-world products.  

Emphasizing a growth mindset and passion discovery, the YaizY program enhances kids’ performance 
and outcomes across core curriculum subjects. In addition to early exposure to career orientation, 
students develop an extensive project portfolio which improves their chances of acceptance to 
competitive universities.

E X A M P L E  R E A L  L I F E  I N S T R U M E N T S

YaizY improves the quality and relevance of education by blending future-needs based 
Intended Learning Outcomes (ILO) frameworks with experiential learning 

The YaizY Program



Real-Play is the YaizY method of immersing students in scenario driven 
projects while leading them through increasingly sophisticated mastery 
levels to develop complex competencies and soft skills

Real-Play

Computing track includes courses specializing in 
developing and advancing practical coding skills. Kids 
learn how to program and understand computer code.

Leadership & Entrepreneurship track gives students 
the tools to develop projects from the ground up, 
pitch to investors, and even launch a start-up.

Design & Multimedia Arts track educates kids in 
design thinking and teaches them how to develop 
impactful creative content.

Innovation track enables students to ideate and 
implement creative solutions, improve critical thinking 
in multidisciplinary subjects and develop an innovative 
mindset. 

Computing
Coding Rock Star 

Python Pro 

Leadership & 
Entrepreneurship

Startup 
Changemakers: impact marketing 

Esports Leadership 

Innovation
(Track opens soon)

Jurassic Code 
Immune Defense 
Rise of the Robot

Design & 
Multimedia Arts
Animation DreamLab
Screenlife Filmmaking
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I N  4  F U T U R E - M I N D E D  T R A C K S

 
25,000+
students

across the US, UK, Israel, 
and Singapore have 

experienced the Yaizy way. 
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The interactive platform 
enables teachers to transform 
each lesson into an immersive 
experience by incorporating 
games and fun interactive 
assignments

Teachers have full control over 
the course and individual 
lesson process, including the 
ability to live track progress of 
every student

In-lesson features including 
breakout rooms and chat 
functionality promote 
meaningful student-teacher 
collaboration and custom 
classroom structuring

YaizY for
Teachers

YaizY Collaborative Whiteboard

• Combination of game-based mechanics and integration
of platforms that develop hard skills like Roblox Studio,
Scratch, and Python to enable Real-Play

Interactive Lesson Activity

O N  Y A I Z Y  W E B - B A S E D  P L AT F O R M

• Seamless live-online learning experience including:

- Video lessons with interactive features like a collaborative 
whiteboard, breakout rooms and much more

- Advanced LMS including student and teacher dashboards, 
storage for all course materials and students’ projects



Symbiotic
F O R  E X I S T I N G  C U R R I C U L U M

Every component of the Yaizy program is designed to enhance core 
school curriculums:

• Improve overall student outcomes

• Promote internal motivation

• Develop social-emotional and learning & innovation skills 

• Increase chances of admission to competitive colleges

• Build individual career paths 

By partnering with YaizY, schools not only contribute to the 
holistic development of kids, but also strengthen their 
college and career planning proposition for student families. 
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Passion to Profession

Get in touch to discuss how YaizY can 
empower your students today

partnerships@yaizy.io




